as a general introduction; Gebete des Lebens (1984) , 12 a moving collection of prayers from various periods of the author's life; and two vivid and lively collections of interviews, Karl Rahner im Gespräch (1982, 1983) . 13 In addition, of course, Rahner continued his editorial position in the Quaestiones disputatae series and became one of the founding editors of the 30-volume Christlicher Glaube in moderner Gesellschaft. To take account of the Festschriften and major secondary literature dedicated to him would be a task in itself, but I should at least mention the continuation of the comprehensive Rahner bibliography in Wagnis Theologie 14 and Glaube im Prozess. 15 Nor will any student of religion in our time want to miss the unusually frank autobiographical reflections that appear in Karl Rahner: Bekenntnisse. Rückblick auf 80 Jahre 16 or in the even lengthier television-interview text of Erinnerungen.
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Through all these pages the remarkable continuity of Rahner's thought impresses once again. There is· much repetition, of course, both from earlier writings and within this last period itself. Distinctions and arguments are seldom as exact or developed as in the early years. Few of the essays have the explosive force of the preconciliar period. And yet, in significant ways, Rahner does reconceive his audience as well as some of his most cherished themes. Repeatedly he remarks on the relativistic scepticism of the time, 18 implicitly redirecting the center of his thought to respond to this growing wound in the Western consciousness. As he seeks God's patient Word through history, he comes into deeper discussion with the Enlightenment. In service to the Roman Catholic Church's dialogue with history as newly begun at Vatican II, 19 he presses questions about the unity and outcome of history, the possibility of interreligious dialogue, the possible social contributions of a reunited Christianity. Each year more acutely aware of his own mortality, he speaks of the cross of Christ with new urgency and before it confesses that he finds this a wintry time for both church and society. We Christians, he adds, are those who should know best how perplexing the human condition is and how ignorant we are of what might truly solve our hearts. But the solution cannot be a private one. In these last years he deepens and broadens his thought on the relations between theory and practice and on the daily conduct of the Christian life. 20 Let me try to profile the range of these concerns in three stages, discussing (1) the doctrine of God, (2) questions about the Church, and (3) issues centering on history and society. Typically, the questions crossrefer, and we might well treat them in exactly the reverse order. Likewise, I can scarcely hope to reproduce the special tone of these last writings with their bold and unrepressed fidelity to tradition, their restless yet serene spirituality, their sometimes even angry love. They are generally more essayistic than strictly systematic, often critical of institutional religion, remarkably more autobiographical than in any comparable earlier period. A further radicality of questioning emerges, with a repeated concern to address questions from the actual historical experience of Christian people-"from below," as the unfortunate catchphrase has it. And Rahner allows himself a strikingly new range of literary genres: imaginary letters, dreams, dialogues, catalogues of character types. But perhaps by focusing the major concerns of these last years, I can help readers to discover for themselves the felicities of their style and the force of their substance.
AT THE CENTER
To the end, Rahner's thought remained unmistakably and centrally a theology, a courageous effort to indicate, somewhat less inadequately, the origin and ground and goal of human life in our universe. His later essays speak of his lifelong project less often as a theological anthropology-not, I think, because he had in any way abandoned the notion but because he had expanded and nuanced it so considerably. In the last years, his fundamental correlation is not simply between God and humanity but rather between God as the world's most inner entelechy and the whole history of humanity. This ever-bolder conception clearly risks saying so much that it can be taken for sheer speculation. But in fact it addresses the question of meaning in human history and offers it a home in the consistent conception and acceptance of the loving mystery of the incomprehensible God.
Our time needs a living and practical way into this mystery, and Rahner continued to insist on the urgency of a modern mystagogy. and instalments of it-for example, in a moving essay on whether dialogue with God is possible, 22 or in the "Speech of Ignatius to a Jesuit of Today," 23 which he several times referred to as his personal testament. He continued to hold that arguments for the reality of God have validity-he even spoke of "proofs"-but in their various forms they in fact interpret and explicate a constant, fundamental experience of humanity discovering that the loving incomprehensible God's approach to our history has opened new depths in us, transforming us from being open to the infinite into being now embraced by it. To sustain this view, Rahner continued to insist on the distinction between nature and grace, nature understood as creation's intrinsic openness to God which is then taken up dialectically in grace as the salvific self-bestowal of God's own life. 24 The structural notion of the supernatural existential continues to Still more important, (1) Molnar does not give a coherent account of Rahner's analysis of human cognition. No operative distinction between thematic and unthematic knowledge is recognized, nor is there any explanation of the relation between the transcendental and categorical dimensions of knowledge. (2) Rahner's theology of nature and grace is mistakenly interpreted as an assertion of what must absolutely be the case, rather than as an analysis of how nature may be understood as the freely created realm to which God still more freely chooses to communicate divine life. Ignoring any distinction between absolute and hypothetical necessity, the author reads Rahner as holding, without qualification, that God must create, that the Word must become incarnate, and that the immanent Trinity must become an economic Trinity. But Rahner's whole effort was to respond to the Christian confession of salvation in Christ by seeking some understanding of the dynamics of creation and redemption in the actual order. // God wishes to grace a world, then the structures of created reality necessarily enter into the execution of God's plan. But nothing in Rahner's theology or philosophy, least of all his theology of symbol, assumes that God must make such a plan in order to be God.
Numerous other inaccuracies of interpretation are to be found in the article cited: e.g., that the mystery of the triune God may be "defined" (233, n. 18); that the idea of "pure nature" has no practical significance (238); that a symbolizandum and its symbol are "identical" (258). It is yet another question whether the author seriously believes that Scripture and tradition support his own position that "we cannot provide reasons for faith" and indeed that reason and revelation can contradict each other (whether actually, possibly, or in principle is unclear to me from the text). Other critics have argued against what they considered reductionistic aspects of Rahner's thought, but few seem so rigorously to have excluded philosophical reflection from the theological enterprise.
appear, but it functions less analytically and more concretely. God's gracious self-communication is presented as the most fundamental concept of Christianity; 25 it is the basic pattern of history rather than simply of individual experiences. What had been a thesis built on neo-scholastic foundations has here become a theological development of basic themes from Vatican II.
Rahner did not seek to relate his position on nature and grace to recent biblical discussions concerning the interrelation of creation and redemption, nor did he compare its implications with current approaches to divine causality and agency. He did, however, explicitly reject the dilemma of a God who acts either by singular interventions in time or by transcending it altogether. His essentially symbolic view of transcendental causality continued to employ the distinction between the efficient causality of creation and the quasi-formal causality of redemption. Since the two are moments in a unitary process, the world may be viewed as called into being by God in time so that it might be invited to communion with God for eternity. The position showed its flexibility and depth in essays that interpret human persons as words expressed by God, 26 that see the vastness of the universe immersing us in a radically new way in contingence, 27 or that understand the great world religions as concretizations of human ways to the center possessing both inherent relation to Christ and enduring validity in themselves. 28 Unless I am mistaken, some version of this theory of transcendental causality is ultimately presupposed by most current authors who argue for God's genuine immanence to world process as well as real transcendence of it.
To the end, Rahner's doctrine of God was resolutely monotheistic. To charges of modalism and neglect of the historical Jesus he responded indirectly by insisting that the Christian Trinitarian confession is a radicalization of monotheistic faith. 29 "Radicalization" does not mean partial correction, much less mere refinement of a previously established position. It means the discovery of new depths of possibility through unforeseen historical experience. For Rahner, faith in the self-bestowing God of radical communion and forgiveness occurs with certitude and is possible for all men and women only through encounter with Jesus of Nazareth, who is the historical appearance of the full promise of God to which the Spirit awakens every time and culture. Of Jesus alone, with the Spirit's guidance, can we say that he is the concretely absolute evidence of God's eternal love for the world. insist frequently that our personal relationship to Jesus could be described in terms of the most intimate friendship. 36 In any case, in a world of almost indescribable pluralism and all but unlimited historical variation, he turned very specifically and personally to the man from Nazareth as the way to whole truth.
Accompanying this thoroughly historical Christology, as I would call it, was a quiet development of the author's pneumatology. The doctrine of grace, of course, already held a central place in his thought, but in the last volumes of the Schriften the identification of grace with the gift of the Spirit becomes even more pronounced. God given precisely as Holy Spirit deepens and heals our own spirits for life in the divine milieu; grace in its root meaning is the outpouring of Holy Spirit for the inner renewal and outward reorientation of every person, society, and time. As created gift, human life experiences a transcendental openness to the "ever-greater God" which can only be fully realized through historical activity. When the Giver's own life becomes gift to us, God's renewed covenant with humanity is experienced as (1) the radicalization of our transcendentality, opening it to its most profound possibility through the gift of the Spirit at the very center of our lives, and (2) the historical anchoring of those lives in history through the message and mystery of Jesus as the Christ. 37 In a forthright fashion that may require further analysis, Rahner here uses his fundamental conception of historical transcendence as a scheme for understanding how, through the twofold mediation of Word and Spirit, God communicates divine life in the economy of salvation. The Trinitarian expression is almost credally concise: "In this Trinity of the economy of salvation, God as unoriginated and permanently sovereign is called Father, as personally communicated to history Logos, and as personally communicated to human transcendentality Holy Spirit."
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If pneumatology, Christology, and theology are inseparable, they are nevertheless also necessarily distinguishable, and Rahner came to speak of a "universal pneumatology" that might precede Christology in the full development of a historical theology. 39 The classical approach has, of course, discussed Christ before the Spirit, but from the perspective of a world-historical consciousness it is promising to consider the world's search for communion with God initiated through the Spirit and coming only gradually to acknowledge the historical ground of its hope in the 36 S. 41 Neither Jesus' apparent expectation of an imminent arrival of the kingdom nor the earliest Christian communities as we know them from the New Testament make it plausible that Jesus established major social structures for the duration of history. And yet his redemptive death and resurrection would not be fully realized without the awakening of a socially embodied faith in the world's reconciliation to God. In other words, "the church as the eschatologically final and yet historical, one community of faith is the abiding presence precisely of God's eschatological and eschatologically victorious self-promise to the world in Jesus Christ." 42 Conceiving the origin of the Church in this way, one may then see subsequent development of basic church structures as falling within the community's God-given power to determine itself in a binding and normative manner which is, by implication, juris divini. 43 As Rahner states briefly in this essay and repeatedly elsewhere, the future of the Church is a truly open one; much that marks the institution now may appear quite differently in the year 2000 or 2500.
Wherever the Church exists, for Rahner it is the fundamental sacrament of the world's salvation. 44 Continuing to center his ecclesiology on this theme from Vatican II, he turns it over in his mind on various occasions to let its richness emerge. As sacrament of the salvation of the world (not merely in the world), the Church is "the primordial baptism" 45 of the world as a whole. Even though it is becoming smaller in proportion to the world's entire population, it will continue to promise God's grace, to mediate its offer, and attest its victory. 46 As before, this conception clearly entails an intimate connection between grace, church, and sacraments. Rejecting what he considered Augustine's pessimism, Rahner insisted increasingly on Christianity's justified hope for universal redemption. 47 If God's presence is everywhere interior to the world ("nature 41 There are frequent references to the idea in S. 49 With regard to all sacramental activity, "we should think not so much that God is 'breaking into' a profane world at particular points but rather that the most interior and always present grace of a world endowed with God's own self is 'breaking out' into history." 50 It is not so much that now and then God intervenes, sacramentally or otherwise, to change the course of things; rather, we live, in grace, by anticipating God's revelation and gift of self in the one long conversation that is meant to draw all the world home.
Here again the Spirit leads, but never past the cross. Instinct with a call towards its creator, creation is invited still more interiorly to recognize the redemption of its time, to follow the prompting of God's own Spirit enabling it to reach out to the holy mystery which is always reaching towards us. As we seek to identify more clearly this dynamic of salvation, we seek in fact an intelligible life in which it may be truly represented, a Word given us to be believed in forever (if we have found Christ) or to be sought for just as long (if he waits for us still). At the suggestion of the Spirit, we turn towards God by accompanying human life as the body of Christ.
But towards the end of his life Rahner saw this project more and more as a matter of faithful following, not as a plan for steady progress. What he said by implication of himself, and directly of Thérèse of Lisieux, he said in effect for us all. In maturity we may hope to regard ourselves not as become more perfect but rather as having been guided by the providence of God through the adventure of a whole life we could never have calculated in advance. 51 For the Church, too, the way of discipleship does not necessarily assure a more perfect community; it does promise that our accomplishments in common and our surrender in dying may be understood as given into the hands of the God of life who raised Jesus from the dead and, with him, raised the first community of true faith from a scattered band of hopeless men and women. The Pope's jurisdictional primacy is already subject to definite limits, however, and for the goal of a renewed and reunited Church, it could further limit itself-as it regularly does, for example, in concordats. Obviously limited by the general principles of Christian morality and also by its relation to a divinely instituted episcopacy (whose members cannot be understood simply as representatives of the pope), the papacy might well agree juridically that regional churches should determine themselves much more significantly in the choice of bishops, the shaping of liturgy, sacramental practice, and marriage law. 
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Ecumenism was a final major dimension of Rahner's late ecclesiology. Coupled with a growing concern for encounter with the great world religions, it was threaded in fact through all his thought. But he also addressed the matter in directly ecclesiological texts. None has attracted more attention than Einigung der Kirchen-reale Möglichkeit, coauthored with Heinrich Fries. Introduced as "a cry of distress," the book recalls that the unity of the Church is commanded by the Lord and is also an urgent question for basic human existence in a world where living faith is threatened on every side. Pessimistic about the leadership currently exercised in ecumenism, Rahner and Fries nevertheless write optimistically about the real possibility of unification. Causes of separation in the past concern them much less than prospects for a courageous coming together in the future. From this perspective Rahner's anthropological focus on freedom acquires new historical and social dimension. Freedom is not only the graced capacity to become finally oneself before God; it is, more comprehensively, the shared human capacity to forge a common future. "For the present is always the fulfilment of a task, risking the future, carrying out the testament of the past exactly through what is new and not already in an evolutionary way hidden in the old." 65 Rahner conceived this task most fundamentally as a dialogue or conversation, the "unrepeatable history of the freedom of God and of humanity in an unrepeatable dialogue." 66 The dialogue is conclusive inasmuch as it has entered a stage in which the assurance of grace is irreversible. 67 But it is decidedly inconclusive inasmuch as we cannot know, apart from Jesus, Mary, and the most obvious saints, who wins the victory of life, where, or when. Indeed, whereas historians today refuse to speak of history as a unity, Christian faith asserts a unity for its origin, course, and goal. 68 But in his later years Rahner realized more sharply: such a unity may indeed have been initiated, but it is still much more invoked than realized. 69 It is the unity of a human creative possibility prepared and projected but still decidedly at issue for the multiple subjects of freedom. Today it may be possible to sketch a more adequate theological periodization for the course of history, as Rahner sought to do in his reflections on the world Church. It may be true that all theological statements about the world's origin dialectically include an understanding of its ultimate destiny, and vice versa. 70 But the material outcome of the world's history remains radically shrouded for us in the mystery of our own human freedom as well as in God's.
Rahner's critical traditionalism insisted on an unforeseeable future as the final cause for human activity. Whatever faith or reason may tell us about the future, however important history or futurology may be for preparing it, the future must be recognized as radically open. Every attempt to predetermine it should be unmasked as ideology, whether philosophical, political, or ecclesiastical. Only an open future assures a genuinely historical world, just as, for Rahner, only the eternal God can provide an absolute future for time. If God alone is indeed the absolute future, then all our forms and formulas are at once relativized and radicalized, revealed as thoroughly conditioned by history even when they most profoundly point beyond it to eternity. 71 From this perspective the identity of the Christian Church through time, the continuity of its faith amid vast cultural changes, its enduring promise to startlingly new civilizations, all these raise questions which Catholic theological hermeneutics has only begun to address. Rahner's last writings do not directly respond to the frequent criticism that he supposedly neglected sin and suffering. But nothing is more fundamental to his view of history and society in the last years than a sense for its dark sorrows and inescapable failures. "The cross remains erected over history. Even within the world, in fact, ascents are always paid for by falls." 72 For all his enduring concern to relate Christianity and evolutionary thought, he clearly rejected every scheme of inevitable or even steady progress. (Indeed, his last major essay on the evolutionary world view is notably more radical in its admission of the frustrations and failures in nature and history. Despite the unpredictability of the future and the mortality of all human achievement, Rahner insisted that Christians have not less but all the more reason to prepare a strategy for promoting a new faith consciousness, to develop more creative relations between particular churches and the Church as a whole, to leave behind the consumer mentality of a bourgeois church and turn to renewed responsibility for the world in which Christianity will likely be present in an increasingly diaspora situation. 78 This perspective on world-wide planning is new, at least in its explicitness, 79 and it was accompanied by new interest in social process. Not that he engaged in any serious study of sociology. But his developing historical sense of society did lead him to reflect more seriously on some of its key dynamics.
Recognizing how restrictive it is to conceive the meaning of history from a merely individualistic perspective, 80 Rahner continued to propose his familiar thesis on the emerging unity of human society. As we have seen, he nuanced this view significantly by arguing that Christ plays an exemplary or symbolic role in the quest for human solidarity. But he also deepened his basic view in several ways. Reminiscent of Dostoevsky in The Brothers Karamazov, he spoke more and more insistently of "the interdependence of all human beings on all others." 81 A 1983 essay on the future of Europe offers a pointed new formulation on the dialectic of individuality and sociality, "two fundamental determinations of humanity, whose unity and difference are equally primordial and which in this difference in unity and unity in difference refer finally to the mystery of the one God, in whose transcendent unity the possibility of unity in diversity is grounded." 82 To this fundamental truth the Church must provide living witness, for in it, too, the individual exists personally only through being "an individual in a society." 83 In fact, the deepest experience of faith today, Rahner suggested several times, will be acquainted equally with solitude and with solidarity.
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Friction naturally accompanies this abiding tension between independence and interdependence. An essay of 1982 conceives authority 78 Cf. "Perspektiven der Pastoral in der Zukunft," S. 16, 143-59. 79 For an earlier introduction of the point, see Handbuch der Pastoraltheologie 2/2, 19-24. 80 analogously as "the morally legitimated qualification of a person to regulate and determine binding social relations between members of a society" 85 among whom such friction exists. Rahner developed his position by arguing that authority basically arises in a society through the selection of those who will exercise it for the good of society as a whole. This does not automatically imply that the bearers of formal authority have the greatest value in a given society. "Judged according to the essential meaning of a society, the highest place in this sense (if in fact one wishes to arrange a society according to above and below) is occupied by those whose activity contributes most to realizing this essential meaning." 86 In the Church, for example, these are not necessarily the officeholders but rather the saints. Not the privilege of position but the promotion of freedom provides the final criterion for social value, and in this respect, as in the balancing of freedom and authority in general, the Church is called to provide secular society with a viable example.
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Against a priori or sacralizing accounts of authority, Rahner's conception favors a more historically processive view.
In its responsibility for preserving and developing the sense of historical identity among members of a society, social authority must promote both freedom of opinion and "a basic stock of common convictions." surrenders its Eurocentric conception of history, it should nevertheless remain faithful, he thought, to the actual contribution it has made to a self-consciously unified humanity and to the spread of the gospel throughout the world. 92 European theology, whether centered in Rome or not, should also continue to exercise significant critical, mediating, and integrating functions-perhaps even more so, oddly enough, in a time when inculturation of faith challenges Christianity as never before. 93 If "movement into the future is always also a movement into its incalculable mystery," "then this dark situation also demands of the acting person certain virtues without which such movement cannot be accomplished worthily and practically." 94 Rahner's last years offer a veritable anthology of these virtues, on topics ranging from concupiscence to courage. Freedom, as we have seen, remains pivotal in his thought. Discussion of the theological virtues reveals its religious depth, and hope acquires perhaps even more centrality than before. 95 Dimensions and issues of justice receive much less attention, though there are passionate appeals for justice and some moving examples of the just person. Several essays discuss moral reasoning and the dignity of conscience. 96 But the most precious pages of all deal with parts of the heart such as Christian maturity, 97 anxiety and trust, 98 "blessed resignation," 99 the "unnamed virtue" one needs today to sustain the tension between theory and practice. 100 Resolute in his optimism for the world's salvation and ready to speak of "faith as courage," 101 Rahner can still write a probing piece on "Christian pessimism" and portray the radical perplexity of a life of faith. 102 A slightly earlier essay, originally delivered on the occasion of receiving the Leopold Lucas Prize in Tübingen, reflects in a similar vein on the special need in contemporary life for intellectual patience with oneself. 103 Then again, though he insists that ministers in the Church should be theologically reflective, he also evokes for them the joy of openly professing the faith. 104 On directly social questions he emphasizes How, then, might one hazard a summation of the method profiled with new clarity in these last years? I have suggested elsewhere that Rahner pursues a concrete dialectic of historical transcendence. 114 In these last writings, in fact, references to dialectic multiply remarkably. Often dialectic indicates Rahner's method of developing a position located midway between two contrary extremes. Frequently it was the way he spoke of unity in difference, whether epistemologically or ontologically.
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Still more often dialectic refers to the fruitful tension between permanent polarities of historical existence in its various forms (e.g., psychologically: between freedom and necessity; socially: between the individual and society; religiously: between law and righteousness; ecclesiastically: between theology and teaching authority). Most basically of all, however, dialectic is his way to conceive identity in history, acknowledging both continuity and discontinuity through the passage of time and recognizing that finite reality must change in order to remain itself.
Rahner gives no extended discussion of what he means exactly by dialectic. But his usage in context clearly relates him to both Hegel and Marx in seeing dialectic as a historical process. At the same time, his usage distinguishes him sharply from their view of that process as a necessary movement. For Rahner, on the contrary, the human world is freely called through time towards God's own life, in such a way that eternal value is concretely at issue in all the struggles of life. Through the passage of time, with its achievements and its losses, we become the persons and societies whom God has created as a body ready for holy anointing. Not rational necessity but the mystery of creative love grounds this process, both in time and in eternity, and no understanding of events within it arises without being called to be transformed into love. 116 The love that unifies time transcends all reasons for living in time. But it also engenders new reasons for living and is thus the innermost dynamic of redemptive passage through time.
What was one to expect from this period of Rahner's late retirement? His vaunted consistency certainly marks the period, but, as we have seen, there is considerable originality as well. Although his style is sometimes hasty and frequently repetitious, it is still more often startling in its vigor and disarmingly straightforward. What was one to expect? It might not be far from the mark to say: a continuing effort to be understood, in service to the gospel. Even what was not new or especially well expressed was, in these years, not merely repeated. It was proposed, in new circumstances, as a reasoned and resolute faith, a theology which sought to the end to understand and to be understood. Writing not as a tactical theologian or a church politician but rather as a dogmatic theologian, he expressed doubt late in life that his fundamental approach had been grasped. Repeatedly he commended J. B. Metz's political theology and showed strong sympathy as well for liberation theologies. But he himself continued from his own pespective to press for the meaning of this world of grace for which we have been made responsible. "One should never stop thinking too early," 117 he said in an interview for his 75th birthday. The task he thus continued to accept in his last years was more than bridgebuilding. It offered a monumental model for theology in a culturally pluralistic world, a new kind of systematic theology pursued dialectically not only in its formal method but just as much with regard to the material questions it treated. The whole faith was his concern, without any pretense to grasp it wholly; a whole world was his hope, without any illusion that time alone could achieve that wholly. Typically modern in its incompleteness, like the late paintings and water colors of Paul Cézanne, Karl Rahner's thought was engaged more and more with a world of almost immeasurable change. But all the while, as his last published book of prayers again shows, it also became ever more clearly centered in love and adoration, bowing before the God whose grace in Jesus Christ offers us the courage to reach out to our neighbor in need-where alone we can find ourselves.
